Introduction. Terminological vocabulary, as an integral part of the vocabulary of any language, is the result of a complex historical process determined by the laws of the development of language and technology, the scientific theory, and the culture of each country.

In recent decades, the study of term formation processes has become increasingly relevant both in Ukrainian and foreign linguistics. The scientific and technological progress with its discoveries and inventions determines the need to create nominative units to indicate new processes and phenomena in various fields. The study of lexical-semantic and structural-morphological peculiarities of terms makes it possible to estimate the level of development of the corresponding terminology system and determine its standardization's priority directions. The complement of the terminology of professional languages is based on the general principles of word formation, which are characteristic of one national language. A productive way of creating lexical innovations in many Indo-European languages is stem and word formation since compact compound words can call different phenomena simultaneously.

Analysis of the recent research and publications. The interest in the texts of sublanguage Pediatrics is growing with the rapid development of medicine. Many Ukrainian and foreign Germanists have studied the questions of creating compound nominations. Among the research devoted to medical terminology issues, a
significant place is allocated to the works that highlight the etymology problems, namely A. Botsman\(^1\), O. Petrova\(^2\), who consider the definition of ways of its creation, and V. Labov\(^3\), who analyzed the specifics of the functioning of the foreign language medical terms, respectively. In particular, the work of many scientists, such as K. Galinski\(^4\), T. Kyjak\(^5\), D. Samoileva\(^6\), L. Zubova\(^7\), is focused on the study of various aspects of the term formation of individual terminology systems.

Medical professional language is an extensive system of the use of vocabulary in each branch of medicine, which is constantly enriched with new terms. “The terminologization of new concepts in science cannot be chaotic since there is a need for clear and unambiguous communication between representatives of a specific field of knowledge and interlanguage communication”\(^8\).

The aim of this article is to identify the tendencies of internationalization and autochthonity in the process of naming diseases in the modern terminology system of pediatrics as the leading branch of medicine. Both specific and universal features and characteristics are traced in the terminology of childhood diseases; this also applies to the pathological anatomy and physiology of the child, diseases of the cardiovascular system, and general medical vocabulary, which functions in the above-mentioned texts.

The object of the research is the terms that nominate children's illnesses and are documented in medical explanatory dictionaries, reference books, and manuals. The names of diseases in the pediatric professional language have been studied, and a comparative analysis of Latin, German and English terms has been carried out to establish how to transform the names of childhood diseases.

Presentation of the primary material. The system of terms is a signed model of a particular field of knowledge that explains the notions through names, called “terms” in terminology. The term is considered a word or a fixed phrase, which expresses the concept of science, technology, or another field of human activity, and has a definition that reveals those signs of the concept relevant to this area\(^9\). Following the generally accepted definition, a term is a sign of the particular semiotic system that performs the function of definition to express a concept. It is a complex dialectical phenomenon that combines inherently coexisting language substrate and logical superstrate of a term and its terminological nature (scientific, scientific-technical) meaning\(^10\). The terminology science has acknowledged that a term is intended to express the scientific concept and to be a unique instrument of cognition and knowledge\(^11\).

A set of terms correlated with a particular area of human activity forms a terminology or terminology system, which serves as a kind of linguistic model of a system of professional concepts, a concentrated expression of achievement in a particular area of knowledge\(^12\).

Terminological vocabulary is created to ensure optimal mutual understanding between the specialists of a particular area, which has an inherent, standardized thesaurus and typical grammatical and syntactic constructions in the standard texts for this discourse. Therefore, terminology is generally regarded as a “closed vocabulary context whose boundaries are predetermined by a particular social organization of activity.” Thus, the terms represent the artificial names created and not the data in the language and may be replaced by other terms. Term formation is conducted using the methods of word formation, which are characteristic of the common national language, productive models of term formation of the “popular” donor language, or borrowing the names for the denotations and concepts of the subject field, which are lacunary in the recipient language.

Different methods and models of term formation are distinguished in the professional literature, the variation of which depends on the concept of the author. Thus, O. Reformatskyi specified the following methods of term formation: 1) borrowing; 2) translation of the fixed term; 3) terminological specification of the commonly used word; 4) derivation according to H. Fluk, a) specific use of commonly used words (metaphor, metonymy, specification, definition); b) the use of the elements of the foreign words (borrowing, loan-translation); c) derivation; creation of the complex nouns (word-formation and word-combination); d) abbreviation are included to the productive methods of term formation.

German and English medical terminology has been formed for centuries under various factors that determined its heterogeneity. Regarding the internal factors, dynamic language development can be observed on the verge of centuries, leading to an increase in the number of borrowings and the restoration and improvement of their national linguistic resources. Using autochthonous and foreign-language terms led to such lexical-semantic
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phenomena in medical terminology as polysemy, antonymy, homonymy, and synonymy. Most certainly, this does not contribute to the accuracy of the term, although N. Misnyk states that these lexical-semantic processes do not violate the values of semantic certainty of terms.

Most researchers (O. Stishov, I. Kochan, H. Onufrienko, etc.) consider the lexical borrowing process as progressive since there is a replenishment and modification of the medical terminology. However, the disadvantages of this method are known to lead to the denationalization of the terminology system and the substitution of national terms. In particular, it is a rejection of national terms, which is often explained by the fact that they, with their internal form, and semantic motivation, cause unnecessary associations. The etymological analysis of terms of childhood diseases has been conducted, and the specific vocabulary has been established to be combined with borrowed words. Particular attention should be paid to the terms of ancient Greek and Latin origin. For centuries, the classical languages of antiquity have played a unique role in the formation of medical terminology, which includes the nomenclature of pediatrics, where Greek-Latin morphemes today occupy leading positions in terms of termination to denote its nominative classes. In our study, they function as Greek-Latin terms, which adapted to the phonetic and morphological features of the recipient language, for instance:

- **Hepatitis** > Germ. *die Hepatitis* > Eng. *hepatitis*
- **Parotitis** > Germ. *die Parotitis* > Eng. *parotitis*
- **Autismus** > Germ. *der Autismus* > Eng. *autism*
- **Cherubismus** > Germ. *der Cherubismus* > Eng. *cherubism*
- **Pediculosis** > Germ. *die Pediculose* > Eng. *pediculosis*
- **Scoliosis** > Germ. *die Scoliose* > Eng. *scoliosis*
- **Scleratina** > Germ. *der Scharlach* > Eng. *scarlet fever*
- **Enuresis Nocturna** > Germ. *die Nachtentwasse* > Eng. *nocturnal enuresis*
- **Labium Leporinum** > Germ. *die Lippen-Kiefer-Gaumenspalte* > Eng. *cleft lip*
- **Metatarsus Varus** > Germ. *der Klumpfuß* > Eng. *clubfoot*

In addition, some children's diseases can be named using both native and borrowed terms, such as:

- **Tetanus** > Germ. *der Tetanus* / *der Wundstarrkrampf* > Eng. *tetanus* / *lockjaw*
- **Strabismus** > Germ. *das Strabismus* / *der Schielsehen* > Eng. *strabismus* / *crossed eyes*
- **Varicella** > Germ. *die Windpocken* / *die Varizella* > Eng. *varicella* / *chickenpox*

In the era of globalization of society, the English language has gradually become the language of international communication, as a result of which we have the following words in German:

- **Der Flap-Op** (clef palate in children treated with surgery)
- **Die Check-Up-Dossier** (record of the preventive examination)
- **Die Check-up-Untersuchung** (screening examination)
- **Das GI-Check** (examination of the gastrointestinal tract)

In pediatric terminology, some terms are symbols. The essence of the scientific concept is not revealed in its linguistic form, so background knowledge is necessary to interpret such terms. In English, there are so-called “Numbered diseases,” considered neutral terms in pediatrics. Pediatricians offered six common diseases that cause rashes to facilitate their work in 1905. They identified them in numbers 1 – rubella, 2 – scarlet fever, 3 – rubella, 4 – Filatov-Dukes disease, 5 – erythema infectiosum, and 6 – roseola, respectively. In particular, *erythema infectiosum* is often referred to as the fifth disease since it is difficult to pronounce it in Latin several times. Despite the apparent advantages (shorthand and numbers, which are easy to remember), the use of such names by non-professional physicians can lead to inevitable blunders, such as the thought that it is Dr. Fifth who described or discovered the disease. In addition, there are doubts about whether the fourth disease (Dukes’ disease) exists as a nosological unit. By 1930 this disease was recognized, but since the 1960s, it has not been mentioned in textbooks. A group of authors who conducted an additional study on Dukes’ disease concluded that this disease did not exist at all. The matches have not been found in German, which seeks accuracy.

Also, neutral terms include eponyms, i.e., terms that were named after the author who described the disease, its manifestations, or developed a technique for its treatment:


The given examples demonstrate that the process of naming diseases in the professional vocabulary of Pediatrics has international (because they are of Greek-Latin origin) and autochthonous characteristics, i.e., terms that are understandable only for native speakers or people who master this language.

**Conclusions and perspectives of further research.** A comparative lexical-etymological analysis of terms in the professional language of pediatrics has made it possible to establish a particular specificity of the origin of terms, where the etymological basis of terminology consists of international and autochthonous elements that are fully or partially borrowed and have national matches in the professional language. We have concluded that German, English, and pediatric Latin terminology is an open terminology system, constantly supplemented by new concepts and terms requiring a specific name for their designation. The study of terminology and the correct use of medical terms in a foreign language of the professional area is one of the factors in successful professional
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communication. We see further prospects for research in considering the peculiarities of the transformations of the names of childhood diseases in the professional language of pediatrics in the format of translation studies.
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